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80 years: It's been quite a ride

F

rrom

ice road
trucking in the far
reaches of Canada’s Northwest
Territory to hauling
sugar beets through
devastating floods in
the Red River Valley
and driving through
forest fires in Wyoming,
Transystems has seen it
all since it was founded
80 years ago.

Through those eight long
decades, the company has
hauled just about every kind
of commodity in every kind
of weather over every kind of
road. It is probably easier to
list what Transystems drivers
haven’t hauled than what they
have.
With that in mind, here is a
list of hauling highlights.
• A grain haul with an innovative back haul boosted
the company in the 1960s.
Company founder John Rice
devised a system to modify
petroleum tankers to haul
grain from Montana elevators
to a brewery in Seattle and to

Transystems' first "fleet" consisted of two used water trucks.

return to Montana loaded with
aviation fuel. The “grain-out,
gas-back” system worked
flawlessly for many years.
• Foreign coins from a Canadian mint to Los Angeles.
• Tankers full of gin and
bourbon.
The biggest innovation in
Transystems’ history was in
1968, the year the company
prepared to haul its first load
of sugar beets for Holly Sugar Corporation in Sidney and
Worland. Mike Rice designed
a high cubic volume, lightweight, bottom discharge
trailer specifically to haul
sugar beets. It was an industry
changer and put the company
in great position to haul sugar

On the cover

beets.
Today, Transystems hauls
more than 70 percent of the
sugar beets produced in the
United States. The company’s
fleet is among the lightest
weight of any carriers moving
bulk commodities.
Years ago, Transystems
issued special safety equipment to drivers in the Yukon
Territory: flares. Used to warn
other drivers of a stopped vehicle, the flares also kept the
wolves away when a driver
was changing a tire. Company
drivers in Canada’s far north
were among the first “Ice
Road Truckers,” hauling loads
across frozen rivers and lakes.
See TRANSYSTEMS, Page 4

The Idaho Division is hard at work this summer. One of the jobs is hauling lime rock for Amalgamated Sugar from Ash Grove Cement in Oregon to the Nampa factory. Kirk Ellingford photo.
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Bonus referral program bigger, better

T

Give us a name, we'll give you $100

ransystems employee
referral bonus program
just got even better. For
nearly two decades,
Transystems has rewarded
employees for helping expand
the company’s workforce.
This summer the company
is kicking it up a notch. The
new program is focused on
the company’s high-demand
positions: Drivers and CDL
trainees, loader operators and
technicians.
Any line employee who recommends a candidate to Transystems will receive a $100
gift card to one of several
local area restaurants, regardless of if this person is actually hired by Transystems. The
candidate only has to be able
to legally work and interested
in moving to Transystems.
The referring employee will
be paid out as soon as the
company confirms the lead is
legitimate.
But wait. It gets better.
If the referred candidate is
hired and employed by Transystems for 91 calendar days,
the referring employee will be
eligible for one of the following:
• A week off with pay during
the campaign (timing subject
to manager approval.
• Or a $1,000 cash bonus
Employees’ spouses are en-

Refer and be rewarded
• $100 gift certificate for
every eligible candidate’s
name.
• $1,000 bonus for each referral who is hired and works
for at least 91 calendar days.
• $100 in cash for three photos of the successful referrer
enjoying either the time off or
the $1,000.

Why the program works
• Employees are the best

recruiters.
• Employees who are referred are more likely to stay
with the company.
• Encourages employees to
make good referrals.
• Employees stick around
longer than those recruited
through job boards.
• Rewards our employees.
• It gets our employees involved and feels more like a
family .

couraged to participate, too.
Wait, wait. There’s still
more.
The successful referrer can
get $100 in spending cash if
he or she submits three pictures to use in advertising of
them enjoying their time off or
what they used the cash for.
Employees are encouraged
to keep an eye out for the

“golden ticket.” Any person
who earns a referral reward,
gets a photo taken with the
ticket.
Changes to the policy go
into effect July 1, 2022.
“These changes are intended
to help Transystems become
‘the place’ to work in each
of our markets and allow us
to better meet the needs of
our customers,” Transystems
President Errol Rice said.
Employees are encouraged
to keep an eye on their mailboxes for more information
and details about the new
program, including tips on
spotting an ideal Transystems
employee among their friends
and family.
The new program follows
on the heels of successful referring season last year.

“These changes
are intended to help
Transystems become
‘the place’ to work in
each of our markets...”
The program will only get
better. Transystems will begin using recruiting/retention
committees made up of drivers, techs, clerks, managers,
and GFSC/Division staff to
better identify ways to staff
the projects and encourage the
Employee Referrals.
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Transystems in it for the long haul

some 1,400 employees and 800
From page 2
pieces of equipment.
In 2009, the Red River Valley
However, way back then,
faced historically devastating
John did foresee a change in
flooding, but Transystems kept how petroleum products would
the sugar beets moving, strate- be delivered. His foresight laid
gizing alternate routes to feed
the foundation for Transystems.
the factories. Company trucks
In 1942, petroleum products
stepped up to help, hauling
were shipped from refineries to
sandbags when needed.
bulk distributors by rail. From
The most expensive cargo
there, small trucks delivered
ever hauled was coffee into
the fuel to filling stations. John
Canada during a coffee shortenvisioned larger trucks delivage in the 1970s.
ering directly from the refinHow do you move a 12-foot
eries and pipeline terminals to
by 57-foot man camp 1,112
filling stations. He was spot-on.
miles? Transystems figured it
Direct delivery became the
out 10 years ago when tasked
model of distributing refined
with moving man camps from
fuel to fuel stations, like gas
Boise to Edmonton for use in
stations. Rice Transport and,
the Canadian oil fields. The
later, Rice Truck Lines expandManufacturing Project deed in the 1940s and 1950s.
signed and built a fleet of new
While remaining primarily
extendable trailers to get the
a petroleum carrier, there was
job done.
room for growth. Petroleum
In the beginning
demand is typically highest in
It’s been quite a ride. Here’s
the spring and summer. That
how it all started.
left Rice Truck Lines with idle
Eighty years ago, John S.
tractors and drivers – neither
Rice established Rice Transport making money.
with two well-used trucks and
Twenty-two years after his
two employees. Even John, a
father founded the company,
trained economist, could not
fresh out of Georgetown Unihave envisioned where the
versity, Mike Rice joined Rice
company stands today, with
Truck Lines and started search-

ing for a seasonal commodity
that would offset the petroleum
hauling season. In 1968, the
sweet haul began!
Most would not associate petroleum and sugar in the same
sentence, but for Rice Truck
Lines it sounded sweet. Sugar
beets are harvested in the fall
and delivered to sugar factories
in the fall and winter, dovetailing with the company’s existing petroleum hauls.
Mike designed a sugar beet
hauling trailer that could discharge beets the same way as
rail cars. The novelty in Mike’s
trailers was that they were
lightweight and held large volumes of sugar beets.
Founded in 1942, Transystems is now in the hands of the
second and third generations.
John’s son, Dan, is chairman
of the board. His son, Errol, is
now president of the company.
Errol's brother, Curran, is the
company’s technical writer.
A vital part of the growth and
success of the company is due
to extensive training programs
in place for decades. In the past
10 years alone, Transystems
has trained more than 500 professional drivers.

Seeds of safety program sown at onset

T

here are many things
that set Transystems
apart from other companies. Chief among
them is a safety program that
started at the very beginning.
While other companies
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make safety a priority, it is a
value at Transystems, according to Vice President of Safety
Rich Carl.
“Safety is a value, not a
priority. Priorities can change.
Values don’t work that way,”

he said.
Transystems’ approach to
safety has remained constant
through the decades. And
while the principles have remained the same, the tech-

See SAFETY, Next page

'Safety is a value, not just a priority'
From previous page

nology to enhance safety is
ever-changing. And, from the
get-go, Transystems has had
personnel dedicated specifically
to the safety program.
Brief highlights of our safety
successes include:
Safety training orientation
at the onset of each campaign
to ensure that returning and
new employees understand the
value of safety and the procedures the company adopts to
ensure that each
employee returns
home safely at
the end of his or
her shift.
CDL training
programs have
been in use since
Rich
the 1990s, but
they have evolved
from in-house training to training during the summer that
helps potential drivers earn the
CDL necessary to get behind
the wheel.
“Our CDL training program
is unique,” Rich said. “Over the
past decade, we have trained
some 500 drivers and they are
trained the Transystems way.
They make great employees
and have boosted our driver
retention rates substantially.”
A bonus of the CDL program
is the skills mentoring program.
“Often, after successfully
completing the CDL class and
being hired by the company,
employees want to give back

Transystems uses state-of-the-art driving simulators to train
drivers. Chrissy Kowalczik watches while Edward Palermo
drives the simulator.

and help others attain a CDL,”
Rich said. “They step up to
serve as mentors for those going through the CDL program.”
In the early 1980s, project
safety committees were formed
to provide a voice for employees’ concerns and to solve any
problems. Volunteer employees
form the committees.
“We want a mix of employees with different perspectives,
from night shift drivers to clerical personnel to loader operators,” Rich said.
Standard operating procedures (SOPs) have been part of
the company’s program forever.
An SOP describes a process or
procedure and can be verbal or
written.
We have enhanced our SOPs
through the years to define our
training programs, so they are
more consistent. More consistency is always good,” Rich
said.
Then came the simulators that

put trainees behind the wheel
but not on the road. Transystems has been using simulator
training for nearly a decade
and recently purchased its third
simulator.
“It’s another tool to help our
drivers and employees,” Rich
said. “And it has been a great
success for us.”
The simulators are part of the
company’s mobile training centers, which travel from project
to project boosting employee
training.
In-cab cameras are the latest
addition to the safety program.
“The cameras are yet another safety tool,” Rich said. “It
was a big move for us, thought
out and worked on over many
years. It has been a real success
story and has exonerated multiple drivers from events that
could have been questionable
without the cameras on board.
The cameras back up our drivers’ claims.”
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New name, same stellar training

T

ransystems’ highly
successful Skills Development Training
(CDL) is getting a
new name to better match the
general trucking industry. It is
now Entry Level Driver Training (ELDT), Vice President of
Safety Rich Carl said.
Joe Kunz, the new Central
Division Manager, will oversee the ELDT program and
Chad Forbes is the training
manager.
The name may have
changed, but the goal has not:
Getting professional drivers
behind the wheels of the company’s big green trucks.
“We will be utilizing two
sources for ELDT training,”
Rich said.
In-house training will continue in the Red River Valley

and Minnesota, with some
in the new Central Division
as well. Transystems' Skills
Mentors and management will
teach those courses.
The company will also
outsource ELDT training
throughout the company.
There are a couple of reasons for this new approach,
Rich explained.
“Not only will it take pressure off of our training program, but it also helps integrate Transystems into the
community by partnering with
private industry in the communities we are part of,” he
said.
Another plus for the outsourced training is in recruitment.
“They have students in their
schools that reach beyond our

candidate pool,” Rich said.
“Through the schools, we can
reach people who have never
heard of Transystems. Idaho
and the Central Division will
rely heavily on this.”
Rich is anticipating the
biggest training year ever,
with potential of 100-plus new
drivers added to the company
payroll.
The training allows the
student to receive a state issue
Class A CDL after just a few
weeks of initial instruction.
“Being fully staffed with
safe and properly trained
drivers is our goal,” Rich
said. “This has been a very
successful program for us. It
is always being evaluated for
improvements. This program
is a core value to our success.”

Driver simulators amp up training

T

raining and innovation
go hand in hand at
Transystems.
Cue the driver simu-

lators.
Always on the lookout for
ways to improve driver training, the company was an early
adopter of driver simulators,
which put trainees and company employees behind the
wheel of big rigs in the safe
confines of the training modules.
A third simulator with im-
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Check out the simulator.

proved graphic capabilities
is on its way to Fort Morgan
in the new Central Division.
Chad Forbes will oversee the

simulator training there.
The simulator program has a
single goal: To improve driver training for all company
drivers including anyone who
drives a vehicle for TSS.
Simulators will play a key
role in Entry Level Driver
Training (ELDT) this summer.
“We have a great ELDT
training program, and it makes
it easier to schedule new
people,” Rich said. The training programs will be company-wide this summer.

IT has evolved over the decades

Y

ou’ve come a long
way, IT.
Just ask Vice President of Technology
Dan Brennan.
“Through the many years
and many positions I have
held with Transystems, the
company has always been an
early adopter of technology
and its application,” Dan said.
“The trick is to use tech to
help people; not just to have
it. Sometimes just possessing
the technology leads to good
use. And, let’s face it, tech is
cool!”
Looking back on the earliest
in-cab technology may not be
all that cool today, but it was
cutting edge at the time.
“In-cab help and compliance
in the truck used to consist
of a tachograph, an atlas and
a calculator,” Dan said. “The
tachograph, often bolted to
the dashboard of a truck,
would track speed, miles and
time. The driver would insert
a round paper card for each
trip and turn it in at the end of
the trip. All this information
was turned in, written down
and summarized on reports by
hand.”
Enter the business computer age. A computer building
between the shop and office
housed this new computer,
with tapes and tubes, and
punch cards around 1980.
“I believe we had one of the

Back in the day, a tachograph on the dashboard produced a
round paper card for each trip, tracking speed, miles and time.

tems began using a computerized engine data system.
“The driver would stop at
the end of each shift and plug
in to a cable,” Dan said. “The
digital board outside the shop
would read out idle, miles
per gallon and more. Reports
were made available to drivers
weekly in the office.”
In those days, all handwritten load cards would be colEarly 90s advances
In an effort to graduate from lected and mailed to the local
division office’s single comthe old pager/beeper, a few
puter. These would be keyed
managers got a radio phone,
into the computer and then
a clumsy phone patched to a
transferred to the central office
business band radio.
“The darn thing was the size for processing and payroll.
of a lunch box,” Dan recalled. Several handwritten reports
and sheets were completed
“Then came the bag phone,
which was widely adopted by along the way.
“Then, prior to cellular inTransystems to help mangers
cab
hardware, we tried the
be more productive and cover
more ground. My favorite part business band radio in our
newly acquired Idaho diviwas the vehicle horn could
sion,” Dan said. “A device in
honk when you received a
the cab would collect data,
call.”
See IT, Next page
In the early 90s, Transysfirst business computers in the
state of Montana,” Dan recalled. “Now, one cell phone
has many times the power of
that lumbering original.”
Next came the word processor, a giant typewriter with a
small screen that stored and
printed letters and other correspondence. It was used by key
personnel in Great Falls.
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IT sees improvement, opportunities
From previous page

then auto key the microphone
on a business band radio and
transmit data to the local office over a repeater. From that
computer to another, and so
on. It worked great until you
had a large concentration of
trucks in the same space, like
a beet yard.”
In the last 10 years, Transystems’ IT department has been
steadily improving in-cab
tablet devices, reducing the
paperwork burden more each
year while providing real time
data to our employees and
customers.
“Despite these improvements, we still have a lot of
opportunities to get this data
out in a more friendly and
useful manner,” Dan noted.
Dan credits Mike Rice as a
early leader in technology.
“It certainly was not his
day job, but he kept asking
and supporting the idea of
how technology could help
Transystems,” Dan recalled.
“Leadership is a big part of
getting something out of tech.
Dan Rice has also been very
supportive of adopting useful
technology.”
As technology changed and
advanced, so did the need for
a dedicated group of IT employees.
“Over time, the responsibility moved to different
folks who had an interest
8 TransTopix SUMMER 2022

Transystems' IT department
has changed, and so has its
leader. Dan Brennan started
out as a mechanic's helper
decades ago. Above, Dan
worked on a truck in 1986.

at the source, providing it to
the folks who really need it,
and trying to show what is
meaningful in a specific situin technology to help drive
ation and removing the noise.
real world use,” Dan said. “I
We need to strive for tech to
believe Dan Daily was our
do work for us, not the other
first bonified full-time IT
way around.”
Department of one. He began
As IT gets bigger, the equipsupporting all hardware and
ment gets smaller.
improving custom written
“Of course, form factor and
software. He also managed
cost of hardware continues to
our first in-house server conshrink at a rapid pace. What
nected to a growing number of
we once had in a building now
desktop workstations.”
pales in comparison to a wristBig changes
watch,” Dan said.
In an ever-changing tech
Now the company’s IT
world, Transystems keeps
Department sees the massive
changing along with it.
shift to the cloud. Software
“It is astounding the pace
and hardware as a service
tech has changed over a pretty abounds. Security continues to
short time,” Dan said. “I think be an important challenge that
of so many stories of mounds is ever-changing.
of paper and data that was
“I believe we will continue
cool but not the most useful. I to see the adoption of things
think we get better each year
like driver aided technology,”
at collecting better data right
Dan added.

IT team masters of innovation

I

f you want something done
right, do it yourself, Grandpa always used to say.
Transystems’ IT team took
that sage advice to heart when
it came to creating new maintenance software.
Faced with a
clear need to update the company’s maintenance
software, Vice
President of IT
Dan Brennan and
Dan
his team kicked
into high gear.
“The system we had in
place was patchwork built in
many pieces over time using a
technology that we have outgrown,” Dan said. After review,
a third-party software was selected and implemented. It did
not succeed.
“I have long believed the
maintenance software available
on the market designed for
commercial garages and fleets,
such as ours, must adapt to
it,” said Dan. “Our experience
with the third-party software
proved that. The third-party
system was a poor fit. The
maintenance, accounting and
IT teams were spending a large
amount of time trying to get
the system to work, diverting
time and resources valuable
to actual maintenance. Instead
of helping them, it was a large
headwind to maintenance.”
Transystems needs software
that is built for technicians so
they can be efficient and have

the information needed to make
decisions and be proactive. The
software is user-specific; it cannot be built for IT or accounting, Dan said.
That was the driving force
that propelled the IT team to
create.
They started in the past,
adapting the best of the company’s past software, TUMS (The
Ultimate Maintenance System)
and other systems used over the
years. The goal was to combine
them into one system that is
web-based to support Transystems’ vast geographic span.
“It needed to be easy for a
user to capture data so we can
manage it rather than wait until
it is perfect prior to entry,” Dan
noted.
The team didn’t waste any
time once the decision was
made in January. Dan set an
aggressive timeline to get the
job done.
“We pushed to leave out any
non-core features to help the
timeline. We started our first
pilot release on April 10,” Dan
said. “That is just a little over
three months from conception
to delivery.”
That is a remarkable achievement when you think about all
the core system must provide:
• A timekeeping system that
calculates all aspects of technician pay and automatically
sends to accounting.
•An inventory management
system complete with all tracking and automated transactions

to accounting.
• A payables invoice system
that generates all payable transactions to accounting.
• A purchase order system to
track user approved and request
spends.
• A maintenance history
system that tracks all PMIs and
other repairs.
“I have been using the saying, ‘We are building the plane
while flying it,’” Dan said.
“It’s an apt analogy, save for
the core functions of payroll,
which were vetted first and
completed.”
A core team was assembled
for quick movement. The team
included Dan, Mark Manners,
Ashli Petek and Dan Dailey
from the IT Department; Barb
Albro and Michele Osweiler
from Accounting; and Troy
Carl, Randy Wareberg and Nicole Kelly from Maintenance.
This team continues to work
on the project.
“We still have a lot of work
to do” Dan said. “We need to
leverage all the information we
are gathering to better understand and predict maintenance
failures, opportunities and cost.
Making software systems and
automation easy and intuitive
for users is hard. This takes
good IT folks AND subject
matter experts in their field as
a team to be successful. Listening for detail in understanding
the reason we need it and how
it is used is critical.”

See INNOVATION, Next page
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Maintenance team's focus on summer work

W

ith the beet campaigns wrapped up,
the Maintenance
Division is turning
its eyes to summer projects,
construction maintenance and
training.
There is a lot
happening right
now, and it’s all
good.
Every summer,
our technicians
focus on seasonal
Troy
maintenance to
ensure that our equipment will
be in top form when we start
hauling beets again in the fall.
There is a lot of focus on preventative issues, such as clutch
replacements and fuel lines. We
like to deal with issues ahead

of time to improve uptime
during the campaign. Much of
this work is triggered by the
mileage on a truck.
We also take time to deal
with bigger projects, such as
re-sheeting trailers or mesh
repair. Those types of repairs
require more time, and it’s
good to handle them over the
summer when the beets aren’t
moving. Summer offers us an
opportunity to get ahead of the
game.
We are also redoing our preventative maintenance forms
to make it easier on the technicians. And there is Preventative
Maintenance Inspections (PMI)
training scheduled for every
project this summer. Better
PMIs are the key to a suc-

cessful maintenance program.
Good PMIs translate to less
downtime.
We worked with the North
Dakota Department of Transportation to improve our inspection scores going through
the scales. We run hundreds
of thousands of miles every
year, so our exposure to scale
checks is very high. We want
consistently clean inspections
going through the scales. The
DOT was more than willing
to work with us. As a result,
we achieved one of our goals:
Lower Safety Management
System (SMS) score. A low
score is good, and ours is dramatically lower.
We are all excited about
See MAINTENANCE, Page 12

Innovation, team work make IT successful
From previous page

“I couldn’t be prouder of how
this has gone and the work the
teams have done,” Dan added. “The primary focus of this
system was to help techs and
managers on the frontlines do
their work easily. Additionally,
we want a system that provides
tools for brand new users as
well as savvy users. The rule
of thumb we use is we want
three levels of information to
help users with the system. As
IT, we intend to provide help
information in the location it is
needed and be context-aware,
so it is a specific answer to
10 TransTopix SUMMER 2022

the items you need help with
versus a large, more generic
answer.”
The feedback has been good.
Ashli has hosted several training and feedback sessions.
“The Maintenance teams and
others have been very happy
with the product. I have heard
more than once, ‘Is that it?
There are no more steps?’” Dan
said.
The team is also receiving
feedback on issues and improvement ideas.
“Getting data collected is
easy. Getting it out in a fashion
that helps folks make decisions

or seize opportunities is easy to
leave behind,” Dan concluded.
“I plan to continue to drive this
home with the maintenance
software. In addition to more
user features and reporting,
another critical item yet to
implement is visibility to the
maintenance status of a vehicle.
We will work toward a screen
or other medium that allows a
driver to see their comments
and the status of the repair, perhaps confirmation that an item
has been reviewed and fixed,
waiting on parts or similar.
Many more improvements yet
to come!”

It was not a 'normal' year in Renville

T

he beets went on and on
and on in Renville.
While the project’s
normal sugar beet campaign runs from the third week
of August to the first week of
May, a huge crop had the team
hauling beets well into June.
The bumper harvest was the result of early planting last spring
and perfect weather throughout
the growing season. This year’s
harvest was nearly double that
of 1999, the year I came to the
area. Twenty-three years ago,
19 tons of beets per acre was
considered a good crop. We
had fields with more than 40
tons per acre this year.
It was not a normal year for
the crop or for the Southern
Minnesota factory, which installed a new filtration system
while still slicing more beets
than ever.
While Minnesotans are accustomed to storing beets,
SMBSC innovated, putting
double blankets on Pile 5 for
the past few years and a single layer of blankets on other
piles. This helped the storage
immensely. Another attempt to
store the beets better, on Pile 4
they put a couple feet of snow
on top of the beets and then
double blanketed a third of
the pile that was covered with
snow as a test. And the good
lord gave us a cool spring,
unlike the normal hot one.
Minimal beets were discarded, and the Transystems crew
did a great job of delivering

A huge crop put
the Renville team
to the test this
year. The campaign ran a month
long, challenging
the factory and
Transystems
to deal with the
beets. Double
blankets on some
beet piles helped
the storage.
Piling snow on
top of other piles
helped, too. When
the blankets came
off, the steam
escaped and the
beets were in
good shape.

the proper blend of beets to
the factory to keep it running
smoothly.
While the chilly spring made
for great extended beet storage,
it was hard on the growers who
had to delay planting. The crop
was all in by June 8, which
means we will be hauling beets
again by Sept. 1.
The extended beet haul created some staffing issues as many
of our drivers work summer
construction jobs or are farmers. Fortunately, our people
stepped up to get the job done.
When the campaign finally
wrapped up, the Green Team
went right into training mode
on July 8.
We will have three CDL
Training classes and one class

afterward for new employees
who have had their Class A
CDL but no experience.
While our terrific Maintenance Team focuses on tuning
up our equipment, we will also
be ramping up our recruitment
efforts to ensure we have the
staff needed when the next
campaign begins.
It was a challenging campaign, and it took a team effort
to get it done. I am proud of
our entire project and offer a
special hats off to the Maintenance Team who jumped in
whenever needed to keep us up
and running.
Thanks to all.
Craig LeLoux,
Renville Project Manager
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Admin's role has changed over the years

T

he role of Administration has expanded
significantly over the
decades at Transystems.
In Transystems’ early days,
the project clerks did not have
computers. All of the production information to produce
payroll and
billing was done
by hand. Every
morning the
clerks would get
to work on their
handwritten,
daily production
Kari
reports, which
listed each load
with driver and truck. Once
production was complete, the
clerk would do a handwritten
reconcile of the fuel usage and
any deliveries for our bulk
tanks.
Payroll, fuel accounting,
billing information and invoices were sent by mail overnight
to Great Falls every day. The
project clerks worked Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to

5 p.m., and no weekends. The
clerk called the customer to
report the tons and audited the
paper hiring packets completed
by management after employees were hired. They also went
to the post office daily to send
and receive the mail.
When Transystems first
started summer construction,
the projects were not assigned
a clerk. The project manager or supervisor running the
job completed the production
reports and sent them daily to
GFSC.
Transystems project clerks
first used computers in the late
1990s, and they started to complete their work in a computerized format.
What the clerical team does
now is drastically different.
Automation has made production reporting, payroll, billing
and fuel reconciliation so much
faster that the project clerk’s
role has expanded far beyond
production reporting. We also
have clerks on duty seven days

a week.
Deliveries are entered in a
tablet, and we track fuel disbursements through key fobs.
The TIPS system provides
reports that help us reconcile
information. Now, our clerks
analyze and troubleshoot
problems. Sure, they are still
responsible to make sure the
billing, payroll and fuel data is
correct. But with the computerized tools, they are looking
for and researching issues and
monitoring for accuracy rather
than doing data entry and adding numbers on a calculator.
What did we add onto the
clerks’ plates to fill all their
new free time? Staffing! Our
clerks play an essential role
in staffing. Many times, they
are an applicant’s first contact.
When a potential employee’s
application enters into our
worklist in TIPS, the clerk is
tasked with calling them within
24 hours. They are tasked with
the first sell of our oppor-

See ROLE, Next page

Maintenance gears up to keep wheels turning
From Page 10

new training we are undertaking with Freightliner. We are
teaming up to get our techs
trained to become certified
to do warrantee work on the
Freightliners. It is a big step for
Transystems and will improve
our diagnostic abilities. The
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technicians are eager to learn.
Dozens have already signed up
for the program. The training
starts this summer and will be
ongoing.
We welcomed Thomas Bird
to the team as the Central Division’s maintenance manager.
He will oversee maintenance in
Billings, Worland, Scottsbluff

and Fort Morgan. Welcome to
the team, Thomas.
The Maintenance Team’s
primary goal is to keep our
equipment running reliably in
top shape, ensuring the safety
of our drivers. Thanks, team,
for doing a great job.
Troy Carl, Vice President of
Maintenance

Division Reports

RRV tackles a pair of summer projects

T

wo construction projects, with two new
partners, are keeping
the Red River Division
busy this summer. The Renville
Project sent in 19 belly dump
trailers, enabling the RRV team
to take on the summer work.
Both projects are based out of
Moorhead.
Transystems is working with
Strata Construction hauling
gravel to Granite in a project
that will run all summer long.
The second project is an
asphalt haul for RJ Zavoral. It
should extend through a major
part of the summer.
We have a reciprocal relationship with these two new partners. It was the silver lining of
a tough sugar beet haul because
both Strata and RJ stepped up
to help us out during the beet
haul. Now it’s our turn to help

The way we were. In our first year partnering with American
Crystal Sugar, in 1983, Transystems' fleet of Peterbilt tractors was lined up and ready to go to work.

them.
Currently, 18 drivers are on
the projects. The location of
the summer projects worked
out perfectly since most of the
drivers can work from home,

eliminating housing expenses.
We do have some drivers from
the northern part of the Valley
taking advantage of the housing units in Hillsboro. Those

See RRV, Next page

Role of Admin team keeps on growing
the clerk who completes the
hiring paperwork, including
tunities working at TransysDOT qualification. The clerk
tems. Once the initial contact
then continues to monitor all of
is made, the clerk prescreens
the drivers' DOT qualification
applicants so the managers
documents at each individual
know which candidates are
project.
qualified and who to put at the
The result of the project clerk
top of the list for an interview.
taking over DOT document
Transystems has had 3,928 new management has meant little to
applications in our company
no violations of Driver Fitness
worklist since August 1, 2021. when we have had Roadside
That is a lot of calls!
Inspections.
After a person is hired, it is
Over the last two years, TranFrom previous page

systems has had 73 inspections
of our drivers’ records and only
one violation.
Automation is a great thing. It
has helped the Administration
Department grow and expand
its role at Transystems.
We are looking forward to
our next beet haul and all the
innovation we have planned so
we can continue to do more.
Kari Franks,
Vice President Administration
SUMMER 2022 TransTopix 13
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The wheels never stop turning in Idaho

A

s usual, Idaho Division employees did
not have a chance to
catch their breath between the sugar beet campaign
and the summer construction
season. There has not been a
single week without our trucks
running. We were hauling beets
and construction materials at
the same time this spring.
In a word, our summer is
busy, filled with quite a few

local jobs and
some more remote work. It’s
busy in a good
way.
One of the
trickiest hauls
of the summer
Kevin
wrapped up in
mid-June. We were hauling
gravel from Idaho Falls to the
Jackson Hole, Wyo., airport,
right through downtown Jack-

son in the middle of the night.
The drivers did a masterful
job of avoiding wildlife on the
roads and evening tourists in
town. They had to be very careful, and they were. Team leaders on that project were Mike
Funk, Eric Bush and Jason
Young. They did a great job.
We started a gravel haul with
Ames Construction on the Legacy Highway in April and

See IDAHO, Next page

RRV summer filled with training, work
From previous page

man camps really come in
handy for workers who have to
leave home to work.
We are grateful for a couple
solid months of summer work.
While the
wheels are
turning around
Moorhead, the
rest of the RRV
projects are in
training mode.
The training
Tracy
team is kicking
into high gear for a highly
productive season. We will run
10 six-day classes ourselves
and have contracted with two
driver training schools, Commercial Education and Safety
(CES) in West Fargo and North
Dakota State College of Science (NDSCS) in Fargo, to
train even more drivers in their
14 TransTopix SUMMER 2022

three-week training programs.
We anticipate the training and
classes will produce at least 85
qualified drivers for us.
All those new drivers will
come in handy when the sugar beet campaign starts up in
mid-August. American Crystal
is forecasting a good crop after
a slow start to planting because
of flooded fields.
The crop got in, although
slightly later than usual. The
entire Drayton district was
flooded by the Red River. We
were nervous for a while, but
the sun finally came out and we
are enjoying perfect beet growing weather with rain about
once a week and temperatures
in the 80s. The abrupt change
in the weather was the miracle
we needed. The beets are thriving now.
Staffing continues to be our
biggest challenge, one shared

with most of America. With
the Baby Boomers retiring and
the Millennials or Gen Y more
focused on careers in technology, the nation is short about 10
million employees. It’s a struggle to fill our trucks, but none
of us would be working beets
if we didn’t enjoy a challenge.
We will figure it out.
We welcomed two new project managers this summer. Former Drayton Supervisor Rick
Perez took over in Moorhead
and Mike Swang moved from
East Grand Forks to become
Drayton’s project manager.
I would like to thank our
entire staffing team for the hard
work they are putting in. They
are laser-focused on getting
drivers in our trucks, and it will
pay off .
Tracy Magnus, Vice President
and General Manager,
Red River Valley Division

Division Reports

Idaho teams up with long-term partners
From previous page

will keep right at it until the
campaign starts. Joe Kunz got
the ball rolling in early spring
before switching to the Central
Division. Kevin Martinez, Larry Nichols and Chad Packum
have done a good job leading
the project there.
They are building a new
Mormon temple in Burley, and
we are working with our old
partner Kloepfer Construction
to provide the gravel needed.
Charlie Matthews is overseeing
that project, which started in
late May and ran through late
June. Allen Becker helped run
it, too.
Working with another longterm partner, IMC, we’ve been
stockpiling and doing Highway
93 construction work near Twin
Falls. We started in late March.
The Highway 93 portion should
wrap up soon, but we will continue hauling locally with IMC
until we switch to beets. Tanner
Alred, Tyler Wetherelt and Ray
Fadela have been leading the
project.
Over near Nampa we have
three projects going. We are
hauling lime rock for Amalgamated, working with IMC
for a local haul and will start
a paving project in July. Kirk
Ellingford is running all three
projects with help from Jeff
Barnhill, Elmer White and
Geoff Glen.

Transystems has three projects running near Nampa this
summer, including a paving job. Jeff Barnhill photo.

We are also working with IMC
as a tractor service out of Oregon into southern Idaho. Our
drivers and trucks are moving
IMC trailers on that job, which
runs until the end of summer.
The good relationships we
have with great contractors
paid off this summer with
plenty of local work for some
60-plus drivers and staff.
Although some employees
had a bit of a commute, most of
the work has been home-based
so the drivers didn’t have to
leave home.
As busy as we’ve been, we
still are keeping an eye on the
training ball. We are working
with driver training schools in
the area to enroll drivers. We
also will be doing in-house
driver training in Paul and
Nampa this August. Our goal is
40-60 qualified drivers, which
will help a lot with our staffing.

Planting went well this spring
with very few replants. A wet
spring was appreciated, and
the beets are looking good. We
expect 38 to 40 tons per acre.
That used to be considered a
bumper crop but now is pretty
normal. We will begin hauling
those beets the first week of
September.
We welcomed two new supervisors in Paul: Drew Maisey
and Jason Young.
The entire Idaho team has
done an outstanding job this
summer. I especially appreciate
the drivers who worked out of
town on our more distant projects.
Thanks for a great summer,
and we look forward to another
good campaign come September.
Kevin Iversen, Vice President
and General Manager,
Idaho Division
SUMMER 2022 TransTopix 15
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Central Division getting ready to roll

W

hen the first sugar
beets get loaded in
the Central Division in September,
there will be new equipment,
new buildings and a new team
to get the job done.
Leading that team is Rich
Carl, who will be pulling on
yet a different hat for Transystems as he
transitions from
Vice President
of Safety to Vice
President and
General Manager of the Central
Rich
Division.
After nearly four decades
of working for the company,
he has done about every job
possible, beginning as a loader operator and driver before
stepping up to management
positions. He has served as
a project manager, a roving
manager, division safety manager and as the company’s VP
of Safety for the past 16 years.
“My current position is to
oversee the Central Division,”
Rich said. “I am very excited about the new position. It
helps I have had a lot of training throughout the years with
Transystems to set me up to
succeed in this new opportunity.”
Rich said he has always
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Leaders of that team include Safety Manager Joe
“I am very excited
Kunz, Division Trainer Chad
Forbes, Staffing Specialist
about the new poMoises Hernandez, Adminsition. It helps that
istration Manager Cynthia
I have had a lot of
Hawley, Billings Project
Manager Chris Kelly, Billings
training throughout
Supervisor Kevin Martinez,
the years with Tran- Sidney Project Manager John
systems to set me up Hoadley, Administrative Coto succeed in this new ordinator Christy Elmer and
Scottsbluff Project Manager
opportunity.”
Shannon Pickinpaugh,
With his team ready to roll,
Rich Carl
so is Rich.
He and his bride of 41 years,
found his job rewarding and
Terri, will be relocating to
is looking forward to the next Billings this summer. Rich
step.
and Terri have two children
“I really enjoy working with and two grandchildren.
people and making them suc“My wife and I have horscessful,” he said. “Without our es and enjoy many aspects
great employees, where would of them, from riding to using
we be?”
them during elk hunting, my
The new job brings its
personal addiction,” Rich said.
unique set of challenges, chief
“For the past 16 years we
among them is finding the
have belonged to a nonprofright employees.
it volunteer group call the
“In today’s environment,
Back Country Horsemen. We
staffing is our biggest chaleducate members and clear
lenge,” Rich said. “We are
and maintain trails for the US
starting two new locations in
Forest Service and BLM land.
Scottsbluff, Neb., and Fort
I have been the local chapter
Morgan, Colo. I am very expresident and state chairmen
cited and optimistic with our
for them. We are proud of
current direction. We have and the group and our service to
are building a great team in
them.”
the Central Division.”

Dennis
Holcomb is
the new
project
manager for
the Fort
Morgan
Project in
Colorado. He
brings
to the
job a
wealth
of
experience in
loading
sugar
beets.

Team leaders chosen for Central Division

F

ort Morgan Project
Manager Dennis Holcomb is new to Transystems but not new to
the sugar business.
Dennis signed on with Team
Green in May after spending
the past 15 years managing
loader operations and pile
management on the east side
of Western Sugar Company’s
Fort Morgan sugar factory.
Transitioning to managing
the daily business of Transystems’ Fort Morgan Project
should be a great next step.
Skilled in “a little bit of

everything,” Dennis said his
people skills will be the most
important tool he brings to the
job.
He is looking forward to
working with a diverse group
of people. He’s not looking
forward too much to learning
a new operating system for
the phone and computer.
“I am used to Apple products,” he said.
Dennis’s roots are deep in
Colorado’s soil. He moved to
the state during elementary
school and remained there
to raise his family. He has

enjoyed serving on a variety
of boards in the community.
Dennis had his own insurance
agency for many years, but
then fell in love with the beet
business and spent a decade
and a half loading beets.
Dennis’s hobby is gardening
and finding the best variety of
peppers, tomatoes and corn to
plant.
“I am looking forward to
working with Transystems as
the Fort Morgan project manager,” he said.
Welcome aboard, Dennis.
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Joe Kunz to oversee Central Division safety

T

he Central Division’s
new safety manager is
an old hand at Transystems.
Joe Kunz has been with
Transystems for almost
a quarter century. He has
worked as a driver, loader
operator and project manager
before stepping up to his new
position.
He will now oversee the
safety of the Central Division
and the Entry Level Driver
Training (ELDT).
And he is well qualified
to do just that. With great
communication skills complementing his wide array of
work experience on the road,
in the yard and in the maintenance shops, Joe brings a deep
understanding of Transystems’
safety culture, procedures and
policies to his new job. That
knowledge puts him in good
stead to train company employees on a wide variety of
safety topics and how to use
them in the daily work schedule. He is also highly competent to train new driver mentors for the ELDT program.
It's a challenging change,
but Joe is up for it.
“My biggest reward is seeing our new and veteran employees succeed,” Joe said.
“It’s great knowing our team’s
effort in guiding and training
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The Central Division Safety Manager is Joe Kunz, a seasoned
Transystems employee. Joe has done it all for the company
– driver, loader operator and project manager. He plans to
ensure that every Central Division employee understands the
company's vision of safety.

is being put to use with the
training and mentoring and
seeing employees flourish in
their job.”
His primary goal is to make
sure that everyone in the Central Division receives and understands Transystems’ vision
on safety.
A Wyoming native, Joe grew
up in Worland, graduating
from Worland High School in
1994.

“I married the love of my
life, Tammy, on July 14, 2018,
and together we have five
children: Joseph, Santana,
Isabella, Ethen and Wyatt,”
Joe said. The couple share one
granddaughter, Daisy, who
turned 3 on June 25.
When not spending time
with his family and visiting
his mom, Joe enjoys working
in his yard, going to car shows
and, of course, elk hunting.

Sweet on sugar towns

Transystems keeps Paul 'cloud factory' fed

L

ifelong resident and
former Paul Project
Manager Coral Torix
has fond memories of
growing up in the area. Chief
among them is one she shares
with her brother.
“When we were growing up
in Paul, we thought the sugar factory was there to make
clouds because of the steam,”
she said.
What a great image, and
it’s only one of many that the
little city of Paul has to offer.
Founded in 1907, Paul has
about 1,500 residents, according to the latest census
information. And it is in boom
mode, leading the state in the
percentage of new residents.
The population of Paul increased by more than 20 percent from 2020 to 2021 and
is now home to 1,441 people,
an increase of around 250
residents in a short amount of
time, according to U.S. census
estimates.
Economic experts attribute
the population growth to excellent employment and housing opportunities and good
regional healthcare, which
attracts the older community
members.
“In the City of Paul, we are
defined less by boundaries on
a map than by the sense of
shared values our residents

The Amalgamated Sugar Company opened the Paul factory in
1917. Transystems has been hauling sugar beets to the factory for more than 20 years. Jason Strunk photos.

hold dear. Small-town values,
guided growth and preservation of historical, cultural
and natural heritage are just a
few of the core principles that
make the City of Paul a wonderful place to call home,” the
town’s website states.
It is difficult to separate
Paul from its neighbors in the
Minidoka-Cassia (Mini-Cassia) area. Rupert, Burley and
Paul’s pasts and futures are
intertwined as are the towns’
financial, social and economic
values.
Mini-Cassia’s roots are deep
in agriculture, with grains and
hay being primary crops in the
early days. Then along came
potatoes and sugar beets. As
sugar beet growing increased,
the Amalgamated Sugar Com-

pany took notice and built
a factory in Burley in 1912,
followed by the Paul factory
in 1917. Transystems started
hauling sugar beets to the Paul
factory in 2001.
While agriculture is king
in Mini-Cassia, the lure of
the Snake River and its recreational possibilities put it
on summer tourists’ map as
well. In the winter, skiers head
to the area to enjoy three ski
areas all within a fairly short
drive.
And because of its location
midway between Salt Lake
City and Boise and also between Seattle and Denver, the
area is a draw for industries,
including distribution, food
processing and manufacturing.
See PAUL, Next page
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Sweet on sugar towns

Paul is at the heart of Minidoka-Cassia area
mas, only a bit more laid back
and it lasts a week,” said Jessie.
It kicks off with the Burley
Mini-Cassia knows
Regatta, then the Rupert Square
how to throw a party
is again transformed into anothAn annual summer celebraer magical place. Food vendors
tion at the old Paul Park offers
surround the square, and every
tons of fun and includes a
night there are music perforparade, rides, carnival booths
mances with friends and family
and a greased pig chase, Coral
gathering from near and far.
said. Originally named the Paul
The food varies from hamburgShindig, it’s now called the
Paul is one of four neighborers to Mexican, Basque and all
Paul Palooza.
ing towns in Mini-Cassia.
kinds of sweet eats.
Four miles to the east, Rupert Burley is the largest, only
“Then on the last day of the
offers several seasonal celebra- three miles away to the
Regatta, Rupert has a firework
tions.
south. Rupert is four miles
“My favorite memories of
away to the east of Paul, and display as part of its freedom
my hometown Rupert are of
Heyburn is three miles to the celebration,” she said. “The rest
of the week is filled with music
the Christmas City USA celesoutheast.
playing and laughter ringing.”
brations,” Manufacturing Clerk he is ringing in the Christmas
Jessie has one final favorite
Jessie Stuart recalled. “As you season, Jessie said.
approach the first set of stop
“At exactly 7 p.m., the lights celebration, when Rupert wraps
up the year sugar beets style.
lights at the entrance to Rupert, go down and everyone begins
“The City of Rupert has a
there is a ‘Christmas City’ ban- to count down from 10 for
giant sugar beet,” she said. “It
ner displayed. From that point
Santa to flip the switch,” she
is 22 feet tall and 12 feet in dion, every light post to the end
said. “The lights come on, as
ameter. They hook it up to a big
of town is lit up with Christmas if by magic, and then the firecrane and hoist it up on New
lights.”
works start. It is an awesome
Year’s Eve. The city comes
As visitors head into the city display of bombs bursting in
square, they see the streetlights the air that lasts almost an hour. alive around 7 p.m. with music
and more food vendors. At 10
forming a pathway into another Even though it is cold, you
seconds to midnight, the crowd
world. The city square, because don’t feel it and joy is literally
counts down and at exactly
it is an actual square, is lit up
felt in the air.”
midnight
the beet is dropped.
with lights and banners and
Included in Rupert’s ChristIt is quite a sight to see.”
different displays, including
mas celebration are food ven“I was born and raised here
a Santa House for the kids to
dors and a Christmas Village,
visit with him. He officially ar- where artisans sell their crafts. in Rupert, and these celebrations have always been
rives in Rupert the Friday after
When summer rolls around,
Thanksgiving. Residents gath- Rupert steps up again to celethere… with the exception of
er from near and far to watch
the beet drop, which has only
brate.
Santa parade around the square,
been going on for two years,”
“The Fourth of July celebraletting all children know that
tion is just as magical as Christ- Jessie said.
From previous page
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A walk down Mini-Cassia memory lane

M

anufacturing Clerk
and Rupert native,
Jessie Stuart, has
many memories of
her childhood in Rupert.
“There is not
going to be a
single Hispanic
child from Rupert who won’t
verify this story,”
she said.
“Back in the
1970s, the beet
Jessie
harvest was not
so mechanized,” said Jessie.
“As children, starting in April,
we would get up at the crack
of dawn to go out to thin beets,
working with a garden hoe, row
after endless row. We worked
from the cold morning air to

far past the heat-filled day. It
was hard work, like no other,
but it helped to sustain families
throughout the summer.
“Many of the workers were
migrant. That is how my parents
came here to Idaho, migrating
from state to state, as did many
other Hispanic families,” she
said. “I just think it is bittersweet, how my life has been
intertwined with beets, from a
child working in the fields to an
adult working for the company
that hauls them.”
Coral Torix is a Paul girl,
having spent her childhood and
adulthood there. She has seen
many changes over the years.
“When I was growing up in
Paul, there were two grocery
stores, three service stations and

two eating establishments – the
Becky Ann Café, which recently
was torn down, and Al’s Frost
Top, home of kid-pleasing chocolate-dipped ice cream cones.”
There is an elementary school
(Go Panthers!) that has been rebuilt. The original school, which
Coral attended in the mid-1970s,
burned down when she was in
fourth grade.
The city has the new Paul
Splash Park, which is absolutely
beautiful, Coral said. Constructed using only donations, it is a
great place for kids to play in the
summer.
“The landscaping is outstanding, and I'm so proud to say that
Transystems donated the dirt
haul to build the sledding hill,”
Coral added.

Un recuerdo del pasado: creciendo en el área de Mini-Cassia

E

mpleada de Fabricación
y nativa de Rupert, Jessie Stuart, tiene muchos
recuerdos de su niñez en

duro, pero ayudaba a sostener a
las familias durante el verano.”
“Muchos de los trabajadores
eran migrantes. Así es como mis
Rupert.
padres llegaron a Idaho, migrarJessie dijo “No va a ver ningu- on de estado en estado, así como
na persona hispana que creció en muchas más familias. Creo que
Rupert quien no verificara esta
es nostálgico como mi vida se
historia”
ha entrelazado con las remola“En los 1970’s, la cosecha
chas de azúcar, desde una niña
de remolacha de azúcar no era
trabajando en los campos, hasta
tan motorizada. La cosecha de
adulta trabajo para la compañía
remolacha de azúcar empezaba
que transporta las remolachas de
en Abril, y aunque éramos niños, azúcar.”
nos levantábamos al amanecer
Coral Torix es una mujer que
y nos íbamos a trabajar en los
creció y ha pasados sus años
campos, con una azada de jardín, adultos en Paul, ha visto muchos
tratando de adelgazar la remola- cambios durante los años.
cha de azúcar, fila tras fila. TraCoral dijo “Cuando estaba
bajábamos desde la mañana fría, creciendo en Paul, había dos
durante lo más caliente del día,
tiendas, tres gasolineras y dos
hasta el fin de día. Era trabajo
restaurantes – El Becky Ann

Café, que recientemente fue
demolido, y Al’s Frost Top, hogar de conos de helado cubiertos
en chocolate y el lugar favorito
de los niños.”
Hay una escuela (¡Vamos Panteras!) que a sido reconstruida
porque la escuela original a la
que atendió Coral en los 1970’s,
se quemó cuando ella estaba en
cuarto grado.
Coral dijo “La ciudad tiene
un parque nuevo de Agua (Paul
Splash Park), que es absolutamente bellísimo. Fue construida
con donaciones y es un buen lugar para que los niños se diviertan durante el verano. El parque
es excepcional y estoy muy
orgullosa de decir que Transystems dono el transporte de tierra
para crear la colina de trineo.”
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Happy Birthday!
July
1: Miguel Arredondo Muniz, Terry
Daddow, Norman Gibbs, Ruger Wrigley.
2. Julian Jolley, Robert Tomlinson.
3. Scott Champagne, Jayme Messenger, Scott Prow.
4. Curtis Andersen, Harley Flom,
Daniel Kildal.
5. Charles Rowland.
6. Jerald Anderson.
7. Christopher Aronson, Rodrigo
Flores-Salinas, Joseph Gallegos,
Keith Leske, Ray Monroe.
9. Connor Bratsch, Jesse Rutter,
Cindy Wang Anderson.
10. John Blees, Jason Cline, Manfred
Moen, Les Schraeder, Clyde Wood.
11. Robert Adfield, David Balcome,
Zane Dunn, Houston Scarborough.
12. Matthew Halverson, Tyler Halvorson, Joseph Salsgiver.
13. Raymundo Herrera-Torres, Ross
Spoonland.
14. Steven Dubeau, Steven Holyoak,
Joshua Jurek, Richard Larson, Paul
Warren.
15. John Davis, Kenneth Kittrell.
16. Phillip Brooks, Logan Hossfeld.
17. Roberto Garcia, Wyatt Halvorson, Duane Voit.
18. Teri Desmith, Roger Johnson,
Samuel Sorensen.
19. John Campbell, Kevin Hope.
20. Alvin Geekor, Nicole Kelly, Kenton Koehn, Milton McQuarrie, Brandon Reynolds, Gabriel Valdez.
21. Sarah Gull, Stan Harder, Jeffrey
Howarth, Mary Belle Kinkaid.
22. Hasan Alqattan, Zoe Fahrnow,
Mark MacKenzie, Anthony Ruiz,
James Sawatzky, Matthew Stevens.
23. Anthony Hood.
24. Dennis Bekkerus, Kari Franks.
25. Joseph Adamski, Jamie Fetzer,
Dale Grindahl, Antoney Grinnell,
Challas Keller, Pajtim Lika, Kurt
Mortensen, Timothy Radermacher,
Michael Twiss.
26. Marcus Newton, Robert Quanrud.
27. Raymond Fabela, Allan Gabert,
Adam Hambleton, Robin McGhee,
Irene Shumway, David Sweet.
28. John Crinion, Kevin Martinez,
Jennifer Mascorro, Duane Rasmussen, Dustin Titus.
29. Joseph Barlow, Gale Grote, Medardo Vega, Donovan Ziesmer.
30. Stanley Bell, Johnnie Gaking,
Geoffrey Glenn.
31. Bruce Freberg, Trevor Jarshaw.

August

1. Mark Barnett, Kyla Brooks, Heriberto Gonzalez.
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2. Arlin Anderson, Jeffrey Peterson,
Guy Tharp, Ryan Troftgruben, Kevin
Walkup, Travis White, Ronnie Williams.
3. Jhordy Morfin, Jose Valdovinos,
David Wilson.
5. Jacob Betts.
6. Bryan Bourdon, Lane Hale.
7. David Eischens, Joshua Kreilaus,
Cyle Schwer, Dakota Stroughter.
8. Ayde Aguirre, Joseph Bruggeman,
Shane Houglum, Joel Molsbarger,
Richard Wosick.
9. David Brooks, Adem Dalle, Thomas Osborn, Michele Osweiler.
10. Randy Alderman, Dan Rice,
David Schroeder, Moises Serratos
Manriquez.
11. Anthony Laughlin, Gerardo Mendez, Ronald Potter.
12. Todd Berg, Jerald Bradshaw,
Dale Gibson, Jason Plain Feather,
Jason Reynaga, Bojan Senger, Levi
Swift.
13. Jose Castillo, James McMullen.
14. Allen Green, Fredric Ista, Scott
Lind, Kevin Miska, Travis Montie,
Luke Ottem, Marshall Pohlman,
Heath Sallows, Brent Scott, Douglas
Stack.
15. Christian Alvarez, Dante
Garceau, Neil Hoff, Merrill Lewis.
16. Jacob Romero, Lloyd Watson.
17. Jeffrey Gainey, Kelsie Hartnett,
Howard Meyer.
18. William Benefiel, Sheldon Bruggeman, Jose Chairez, Rachel Cherrington, Jaden Kent.
19. John Moats, Ricardo Perez, Roger Stamm.
20. Holden Garrard, David Gochnour,
Ronald Haas Thomas Rocha, Tyler
Schultz.
21. Jocelyn Acheson, Niman Ahmed,
Estephen Esposito, Robert Freeman,
Richard Moniak, Mason Perreault,
Brad Poppen, Jesus Ramirez, Nicholas Sohns.
22. Stephen Corcoran, Jay Sprott.
23. James Kelley.
24. David Hesse.
25. Brittany Baum, Berenice Bautista, Maryanne Chandler, Raul Santos.
26. Thomas Greskoviak, Douglas
Hansen, Katherine McNamara, Danny Smith.
27. Joshua Horgen, Clifton Hylden.
28. Jared Jansen, Brian Noah, Eshete Tessema.
29. Jeffrey Cariveau, Cristian Esparza, Mark Roberts, Michael Wood.
30. Spencer Hodges, Ross Inglis.
31. Daniel Alto, David Barker, Adam
Boatwright, Chris Jones, Leonid Martysevich, Maria Segoviano Zamudio.

September

1. Deon Skinner, Richard Sorenson,
Michael Yancey.
3. Christopher Brown, Shawn Stump.
4. Robert Dunn, Veronica Nutsch,
Courtney Thibodeaux.
5. Christopher Birmingham, Madison
Carl, Nathan Feucht, David McMullen.
6. Angelo Boyd, Teegan Grush, Esteban Orozco Tapia, Miguel Sanchez
Leal.
7. Ashley Hardenbrook, Soheil Misaghian.
8. Harlan Flinn, Gary Hill, Abram
Keller, Ryan Stauffer.
9. Cynthia Hawley, Jordan Johnson,
Timothy Johnson, Terry Knopp, Jose
Moreno, Timothy Wasness.
10. Russel Broberg, Cody Burgoyne,
Randy Wareberg.
11. Matthew Johnson, Anwar Omer,
Thomas Steburg.
12. Randy Carpenter, Esteban Castaneda, Ryan Eppers, Silvino Montano
Sanchez, Stanley Soares, Donna
Thomas.
13. John Benner, Deborah Hawkinson, Humberto Jaime, Stacy Janzen,
Victor Ovalle Rojas, Oscar Villagomez Saenz.
14. Monte Davis.
16. Guy Hovde, Rene Sandoval, Robert Wilson,
17. Charles Hanson, Terri Johnson,
Matthew Larson.
18. Gordon Arneson, William Michael, Carey Sprankle, Jose Tamez.
19. Calvin Aarons, Faith Larios, Zayd
Mohammed, Randy Newton, Sam Perez, Dena Shaddock, Leslie Simonson, Richard Stalker.
20.Adam Bliven, Randal Mergenthal,
Darwin Somsen.
21. Joshua Chitwood-Hansen, Cody
Davis, Matthew Davis, Brain Johnson, Rocky McBride, Evan Peotter,
Jason Waterworth.
22. Robert Desmit, Melecio Herrera,
Brandon Johnson, Eva Moreno, Lawrence Schlosser.
232. Andrew Cataldo, Adan Lopez.
24. Brad Korsmoe, Richard Lagomarsino, Steven Malyuk, Gregory
Troftgruben.
25. Brad Gulseth, Kenneth McKean,
Albert Rosemeier, Joseph Swiontek,
26. Kenneth Burgemeister, Christopher Kelly.
27. Andrew Anderson, Jeffrey Eldridge, Kristen Mikkelsen.
28. David Birch, Luis Mora, Grant
Richard, Felipe Roa-Murrieta.
29. Mark Heder, Russell Walker.
30. Scott Babcock, Robin Baker,
Alberto Castillo.

Good News: Three babies and a bride
Red River Valley Vice President and General
Manager Tracy Magnus married Jan Nel June
11 in the couple's home.
Below, left to right: Hillsboro Lead Tech Eric
Escobedo, his wife, Ashley, and children, William and Edith, welcomed Mirabel Luna. Loader and excavator operator Kolt Krumery and
his wife, Rae, welcomed Elijah John Krumery
on June 9. Elijah weighed 8 pounds and 11
ounces and was 21.5 inches long. He joins big
brother Clay. Travis and Becky Miller added a
daughter to their family May 28. Abigail Louise
Miller weighed 7 pounds, 6 ounces and was
20.5 inches long. She joins siblings Mason, 12,
Madison, 8, and two-year-old twins, Nash and
Kensie. Travis is a driver, operator and multitasker at the Renville project.

October

2. Darold Davis, Robert Seamons.
3. Tanner Allred, Todd Basta, Maurice Gray, Vicky Johnson, Chanell
Jones, Michelle Metz, Alesai Sargent.
4. Ricky Bown, Peggy Lanoue, Maria
Palomares Nunez, Dean Swenson.
5. Carter Kroes, Ryan Peterson, Rolland Sayler, Martin Segoviano.
6. Joseph Belt, David Bernard, Dan
Brennan, Ray Deleon, Robert DuVall,
Steven Holt, Chad Packham, Lance
Sharkey, James Stroud.
7. William Emmett, Glenn Holweger,
Andrew Murray, Kevin Romo, Jacob
Schultz.
8. Marvin Novak, Jeff Sylskar, Stefanie Thornton.
9. Allen Becker, Kris Casrto.
10. Mitchell Brown, Dawit Chanaka,.
11. Stuart Beatty, Robert Kluver,
Bryon Roberts, Gregory Sloan, Savannah Springfield.

Happy Birthday!

12. Christopher Beringer, Daniel Hansel, Martin Ketola, James Knecht,
Justin Ratto, Martin Tolman, Coral
Torix.
13. Donald Maus, Eduardo Zavala-Acosta.
14. Robert Radford, Frank Villarreal.
15. Don Brown, Leroy Dunford, Nathan Nowacki, Bruce Voelker.
16. Kenneth Conway, Christian Davis, Frank Nerud.
17. Barry Fuller, Dale Gulbranson,
Michael Thompson.
18. Gregory Hayes.
19. Beth Juarez, Nicanor Orozco.
20. Sean Burns, Darin Dahlke, Hogir
Yousif.
21. Tyler Hoadley, Rory Lindquist,
Noe Navarrete Mosso, Justin Staples.
22. Steven Christensen, Philip Dixon,
Bryan Domier, Joseph Kreidelcamp.
23. Jason Dodd, Debra Knecht, Benito Molina, Randal Napier.

24. Rafael Hernandez, Mark Hulst,
Arnaldo Miramontes Estrada, Cory
Somsen, Michael Weir.
25. Jason Barningham, Denise Goodknight, Richard Neibaur, Jordan
Saiz.
26. Silvia Ceja, Jody Coombs, Elmer
Helsley, Fernando Ronquillo, Robert
Webster.
27. McKenna Lunneborg, Jesus Magallanes Bijarro, Larry Nichols, Kurt
Ochsner, William Schulz.
28. Lance Finch, Juan Garcia Pineda, Jason Johnson, Errol Rice, Clayton Walker, Shawn Zollinger.
29. Ricardo Elizondo, John Hoadley,
Thure Johnson, Jason Mackey, Calvin Nomee.
30. Leonard Digre, Eric Escobedo,
Daniel Santana Argueta, Tim Winter.
31. Derek Grzadzieleski, Aaron
Loeffler.
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erek and Coral Torix
have answered the call
of the wild, hanging up
their Transystems hard
hats to move to a remote cabin in
Montana.
Between the two, they racked up
more than 30 years with the company.
Derek started in 2001, took a few
years off and rejoined the company
in 2005. Coral signed on a couple
of years later.
They have worn many hats
during their years with Transystems.
Derek worked as a technician,
lead tech and project manager.
“But I have done most every job
out there on the beet side at one
point or another, including laborer,
flumer, operator, fill in manager and
so on,” Derek said.
His proudest accomplishment
was “getting Manufacturing where
it is today,” he said. “I have been
a part of it since it started in 2006
and have taken a lot of pride in the
project, product and, especially,
the employees along the way. It's
24 TransTopix SUMMER 2022
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a bittersweet feeling to leave it but
hopefully it continues to grow and
improve.”
Running the Manufacturing Project was not without its challenges.
Among Derek’s most difficult tasks
was getting the extendable trailer
build going back in 2012.
“That was a completely new thing
for us and everything from drawing
to staffing was a big challenge,”
Derek recalled. “We had all the different parts to source that we never
dealt with, pretty much everything
to do with that build was a continuous work in progress.”
Coral started with Transystems in
August of 2007 and pulled her last
shift April 15, 2022.

“During my time there, I learned
many positions,” Coral said. “I
drove truck, ran a loader in ventilated piles, ran the snow plow and
drove a transport truck. I was a
supervisor, quality control manager and project manager.”
She also helped John McCann
put together many Safety and
Procedure videos and conducted
several Job Fairs and hiring events
for different projects.
“The most rewarding part of my
job as a project manager was being
able to provide a safe, respectful
family-oriented place to work for
people,” she said. “My biggest
challenges were definitely trying to
keep everyone safe while driving in
adverse weather conditions.”
What lies ahead for the Torixes?
They aren’t 100 percent sure but
are taking time to work on their
remote property near Sula.
“My plan now is to enjoy life and
the things I love to do most,” Coral
said.
“Maybe we will uncover some
gold while we work on our property. That would work,” Derek joked.

